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Introduction

There is little argument concerning the position of Confucianism in the late Chosŏn 
period.  It was the governing ideology supported by the ruling elites of the dynasty, 
mastery of this worldview was necessary to enter government service, and the ideals 
that can be termed Confucian had permeated society at most every level.1)  Confucian-
ism was, in short, the most dominant worldview of the period and shaped how people 
lived.  Yet, notwithstanding the prestige and power of this ideology, it did not exist 
alone and rather shared space in people’s lives depending upon such factors as time, 
place, social status, and gender.

We should understand Chosŏn society as being influenced by numerous aspects.  In 
terms of the upper status groups, there is a strong tendency in some scholarship to dis-
regard the diverse means in which men and women lived their lives.  Without doubt 
Confucianism was of the utmost importance in “official” society; that is, spaces where 
one might have interacted with officialdom, with other upper status families in social 
events such as marriages, or even where contact with the legal system was required.  
However, such a Confucian space is simply one of numerous spaces, spaces that were 
dynamic, overlapping, and ever-changing depending upon a host of considerations.

The focus of this article is on these other spaces: spaces that co-existed with the 
dominant Confucian space on some levels and subverted it on others.  These alternate 
spaces are where many found relief or entertainment, and include worldviews such as 
Buddhism or shamanism.  While the use of these spaces was not limited to any single 
gender or social status group, this particular investigation will focus on how women 
used these places to undermine aspects of Confucianism that they might have seen as 
oppressive, or at the very least, bothersome.

Patricia Ebrey, in The Inner Quarters: Marriage and the Lives of Chinese Women in the 
Sung Period, stressed that we should seek to understand how women lived in the con-Sung Period, stressed that we should seek to understand how women lived in the con-Sung Period
text of their time and move away from simply labeling them as victims.  She wrote, 
“Emphasizing women’s vicitimization … only tends to obscure what women were able 
to accomplish.”2)  It is with such an understanding that I approach the idea of Chosŏn 
period women subverting what might be termed as Confucian mores.  I do not see 
these women as victims, but rather as individuals who were able to achieve what they 
desired in creative and purposeful ways.  There are no real victims in this article, just 
successful women who well understood the world in which they lived.

The women examined here will demonstrate that despite the seeming restrictions 
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that a Confucian society might have placed on their personal freedoms, there were 
many ways that women were able to express themselves and find space for individual 
autonomy.  It is hoped that such an understanding will permit a broader understand-
ing of women’s lives in late Chosŏn.

Legal Constraints on Women in Chosŏn3)

In creating a society based upon Confucian understandings of human morality, leg-
islators in early Chosŏn attacked long present worldviews such as Buddhism and sha-
manism.  Buddhism was understood as corrupt and anti-social, and held as a key rea-
son that the previous dynasty of Koryŏ (918–1392) had decayed and fallen.  Moreover, 
Buddhist mass gatherings, with the volatile mingling of men and women, were con-
demned as being ruinous to the country.4)  Shamanism and its rituals were also dispar-
aged by Confucianists as being immoral rites (淫祀 ŭmsa), and officials aimed various ŭmsa), and officials aimed various ŭmsa
laws at eradicating shamanic practices.5)  In fact, the persecution of either worldview 
would have been tantamount to attacking both, since by the twelfth century the two 
systems had intermingled to the point that they were virtually inseparable.6)

For women in the Chosŏn period the persecution of Buddhism directly touched 
their lives not only in the practice of this worldview, but also in attempting to restrict 
gatherings with other women.  It has been argued that the primary concern of early 
administrators in regard to women was in keeping them at home, and the biggest wor-
ry were the visits of women to temples.7)  As legislators wanted to establish Confucian 
ideals for proper womanly behavior (婦德 pudŏk), women were to be kept away from pudŏk), women were to be kept away from pudŏk
the corrupt influences of Buddhism, particularly the mingling of the sexes that was 
common at temples.  Thus, the dynastic record of the first years of Chosŏn is full of 
complaints against Buddhism, accounts of women who violated the laws in visiting 
temples, and calls for further restrictions.8)  Significantly, legislation in early Chosŏn 
prohibited women from upper status group families (兩班 yangban, the two orders of yangban, the two orders of yangban
officials) from visiting Buddhist temples and gathering for ceremonies or festivities 
where there might be mixing of the sexes.  The punishment for such a violation was 
one hundred strokes with a cudgel.9)

Likewise, upper status group women were also legally prohibited from visiting sha-
mans or attending shamanic rites.  These elements were viewed as corrupt, and more-
over, as at Buddhist temples, such rites provided an occasion for the mixing of the 
sexes.  Indeed, a central point of similarity between Buddhism and shamanism was 
the fact that both allowed men and women to be together in an uncontrolled environ-
ment—or at least an environment not controlled by Confucian ideals.  Royal edicts 
degraded the social standing of shamans along with Buddhist clergy, pushing them 
and their worldviews further from mainstream society.10)  Moreover, shamans soon 
were barred from even living within the walls of Hanyang (漢陽, present-day Seoul) 
and women of upper class families prohibited from attending shamanic rites.11)

Not only was the yangban woman guilty of such misconduct subject to punishment yangban woman guilty of such misconduct subject to punishment yangban
according to the Chosŏn legal code, so too were her descendants.  The repercussions 
for the family and descendants of a woman who behaved in an inappropriate manner 
were significant, and included the ineligibility of male yangban descendants to sit for 
the civil service examinations.  For example, the sons of a woman guilty of misbehav-
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ior or who remarried were not allowed to serve in either the civil or military bureau-
cracy.12)  While there are some inconsistencies in the copious legislation, the main 
points are clear enough: a woman’s actions could easily thwart the careers of her male 
descendants.  Given the wide range of offenses that could be penalized, families 
sought to protect their future prosperity by closely guarding the actions of their wom-
enfolk.

The elites of Chosŏn wanted to cleanse society of such improper womanly behav-
iors and accordingly created the body of regulations, social norms, and penalties col-
lectively known as the naeoebŏp (naeoebŏp (naeoebŏp 內外法), or rules of the inner and outer.  Inner refers 
to women while outer indicates men.  We can understand this set of regulations as be-
ing aimed at keeping the sexes apart except for specific situations and for strengthen-
ing patriarchal society.

In essence, the naeoebŏp sought to restrict women to their homes and isolate them naeoebŏp sought to restrict women to their homes and isolate them naeoebŏp
from men outside of their close relations.  Not only could women not leave their 
homes at their leisure or have contact with men outside of relatives, the women that 
did would be guilty of misconduct and of not practicing fidelity.13)  The enforcement of 
such a strict system of controls was part of the overall push by the ruling elites to cre-
ate a strong patriarchal and ordered society.

Shamanism, Buddhism, and Womanly Virtue (PudŏkShamanism, Buddhism, and Womanly Virtue (PudŏkShamanism, Buddhism, and Womanly Virtue ( )Pudŏk)Pudŏk

Notwithstanding the tremendous amount of legislation and effort put into control-
ling women’s activities in connection to either Buddhist or shamanic practices, neither 
of these two worldviews disappeared in Chosŏn.  Instead, these worldviews became 
increasingly entrenched in the lives of women and men as an outlet for activities that 
Confucian decorum might not allow.  This goes for every level of society as there are 
numerous records which reveal that shamans and monks were still commonplace at 
the royal palace.  Perhaps one of the best known and often cited examples of this was 
the patronage of shamans and the holding of shamanic rites at the palace by Queen 
Myŏngsŏng (1851–1895).14)  We also find similar accounts of palace visitations by sha-
mans in the literature of late Chosŏn.  One example is found in the early seventeenth 
century novel Unyŏng-jŏn (雲英傳 The Tale of Unyŏng), where the close relationship 
between palace women and a shaman is detailed.  The shaman in this fictional works 
states that she “sometimes visit[s] the palace to perform rites,” and the narrative later 
details how she enters the palace without problem.15)  What can be taken from the ac-
tivities of Queen Myŏngsŏng and accounts in fictional works is that shamans visiting 
the palace and performing rites was commonplace in late Chosŏn.  This being the 
case in the highest level of Chosŏn society, we can easily surmise that shamans also 
visited the homes of upper status group women, or that these women went out to at-
tend rituals.  For those of the lower status groups, with fewer potential legal liabilities, 
visits to shamans would have been everyday occurrences not even worthy of mention.

Clearly, then, despite the possibility of censure, women of all classes continued to 
visit shamans and temples throughout the Chosŏn dynasty.  Such a situation begs the 
question of why.  What purpose or need did the shamanic or Buddhist worldview of-
fer to women in Chosŏn?  I believe the utility of shamanism and Buddhism is in bal-
ancing the social notion of womanly virtue (婦德 pudŏk) expected of upper status pudŏk) expected of upper status pudŏk
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group women in the late Chosŏn period.  In terms of shamanic rites, Cho Hyejŏng 
has written that attending shamanic rituals and listening to the narrative songs was so 
effective at releasing the pent up anger and frustrations of women that women were 
able to live their lives in accordance with the strict and Confucian code of Chosŏn.16)

The burdens placed upon women to maintain certain social standards were quite 
severe.  By late Chosŏn an upper status group woman needed to carefully adhere—at 
least outwardly—to very strict regulations concerning her behavior.  Quite simply, for 
a woman to succeed in life, she needed to follow the prevailing social current of the 
day, and this was the brand of Confucianism that was practiced in the upper levels of 
Chosŏn society.  By following the norms of behavior, she was able to marry, have 
good relations with both her natal and in-law families, develop a satisfying bond with 
her husband, and help her offspring succeed in society.  Thus, an upper status group 
woman would have wanted to be an outcast for her to outwardly reject the most high-
ly valued social system of late Chosŏn.

Yet, for all the social utility of the Confucian value system of late Chosŏn, it did not 
fulfill some aspects of a woman’s life.  In particular the functions of shamanism and 
Buddhism in terms of the afterlife, explaining illness, expelling misfortune, and pro-
viding hope in the form of supernatural intervention are all in stark contrast to the 
Confucian worldview that answers very little in these areas.  The deficiency of Confu-
cianism in providing for these areas was acknowledged by Yi Pinghŏhak (1759–1824), 
a renowned female Confucianist, in her Kyuhap ch’ongsŏ (Kyuhap ch’ongsŏ (Kyuhap ch’ongsŏ 閨閤叢書 Encyclopedia of 
Women’s Daily Life).  Here she discusses ways to purify the house of ghosts and spir-
its, which will prevent misfortune and enable women not to be deceived by sha-
mans.17)  It is notable that a woman praised for her accomplishments in Confucian 
studies admits the necessity of purging baneful spirits and provides explanation for do-
ing so.  We also see the standard portrayal of shamans as untrustworthy in her ac-
count.

Beyond the areas we can term as “religious,” shamanism and Buddhism also of-
fered distinct spaces where women could experience a different reality from that of 
Confucianism.  Such spaces are both physical spaces where the decorum of everyday 
society momentarily ebbed and mental spaces where women could find refuge, ca-
tharsis, or adventure that reality did not allow.

The physical spaces here are the temples and shamanic shrines where women 
would visit and encounter the different social code of the Buddhist temple or enjoy the 
spectacle of a shamanic rite.  Both of these spaces were decidedly non-Confucian and 
operated under different, and freer, norms of behavior.  However, these were 
unofficial and often times unacknowledged spaces by the upper status women who 
visited temples and shrines.  This duality of space allowed a woman to still exhibit 
womanly virtue to official society and satisfy other needs outside of official, or public, 
space.18)  Thus, women could enjoy a momentary break from the rigorous social code 
they were expected to follow.

The other space where women found release was mental, and that space permitted 
the expansion of social roles and permissible activities.  While this mental space coex-
isted with the physical spot of the temple or where the shamanic rites were conducted, 
it was perhaps even more important as it allowed mental release for frustrations.  Sha-
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manic narratives (巫歌 muga), primarily created by women and for a female audience, muga), primarily created by women and for a female audience, muga
illuminate well the function of providing a mental space for fulfillment and release.

Interesting in many shamanic narratives is the prominent role of women and how 
they are able to contend with difficulties on their own.  Unlike official or public life 
where women were somewhat limited in their public roles, shamanic narratives 
opened new spaces and roles to women.  fictional characters were able to overturn in-
justices, contend with discrimination, and accomplish things that men could only 
dream of doing.  These shamanic “superwomen” provided women with momentary 
release from the difficulties, or at the very least, the confinements of reality.  As with 
any fictional work, the audiences of these narratives were able to live vicariously 
through the protagonists, and this allowed them to contend with hardships or limita-
tions elsewhere in their lives.

Perhaps the most frequently examined shamanic narrative in this regard is that of 
Pari kongju (Pari kongju (Pari kongju 바리公主 The Abandoned Princess).19)  In this narrative we find a female 
protagonist who overcomes every sort of difficulty, ably fills the role of an eldest son, 
travels to the next world and back, and even overturns death!  What man could ac-
complish such a litany of deeds?

Pari kongju was a well-known narrative in premodern Korea, but performances were Pari kongju was a well-known narrative in premodern Korea, but performances were Pari kongju
still well attended.  The importance of the narrative was in providing women with a 
positive role model, one who was able to overcome the difficulties in Chosŏn society 
that many upper-status group women faced: social discrimination in regard to males, 
inability to take active roles outside of the home, and lack of choice in their futures.  
Through Princess Pari, women could vicariously experience many aspects of life that 
were otherwise off-limits to them.  Moreover, through the gatherings with other wom-
en to listen to this song, women could share moments of drama, heart-wrenching sor-
row, and elation.20)  It was very much through models such as Princess Pari that wom-
en were able to contend with the difficulties of the strict patriarchal system of the late 
Chosŏn.

Other shamanic narratives display a similar model of strong and able female role 
models such as Princess Pari.  Chesŏk kut [Chesŏk kut [Chesŏk kut 帝釋 굿 Rite to the Chesŏk Deities]21) fea-
tures another female protagonist that is able to surmount difficulties resultant from a 
restrictive social system.  The protagonist of this narrative is Tanggŭm-aegi, a daughter 
of an upper-status home who is impregnated out of wedlock by the magic of a monk.  
Abandoned by her family, she manages to alone raise three sons—who become Bud-
dhist deities—and eventually travels to India to find the father of the children.  Here 
the resolve of the protagonist to overcome the unwarranted rejection by her family 
and raise her sons properly is a model for women put into difficult circumstances.

As in some literary works of the late Chosŏn, we also find women that control great 
military power in shamanic narratives.  These songs demonstrate to female audience 
members the ability of women to act in roles not open to them in reality and allow vi-
carious satisfaction in the ability to solve their own problems, especially in terms of se-
curity.  Ch’ilmŏrit-dang [Ch’ilmŏrit-dang [Ch’ilmŏrit-dang 칠머릿당 Song of Ch’ilmŏrit Shrine] retells the history of a 
goddess who leads an army one million strong to Cheju Island, where she settles at a 
shrine in Cheju City.22)  Here, the goddess protects the island people against invasion 
and also grants prosperity to those who worship at her shrine.  While this is not a par-
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ticularly well-developed character, the fact that a goddess leads such an imposing 
army reveals desires for personal safety of women audience members and, further, the 
hope to ensure such safety without the help of males.

Buddhism also provided an important space for women in late Chosŏn.  Unlike 
shamanism, Buddhism provided some women a more-or-less permanent space where 
they could escape the problems of life outside the monastery.  As there was a strict 
prohibition on remarriage for women in Chosŏn, women who were widowed at a 
young age were often times forced to live lonely and difficult lives.  One woman 
whose name we do not know wrote a kasa (kasa (kasa 歌辭) poem-song, entitled “Chŏngch’un 
kwabu-ga” (靑春寡婦歌 Song of the Youthful Widow) about her experiences and ulti-
mate decision to enter a monastery and devote her life to Buddhism.23)  In short, the 
poem-song tells of a young woman who was widowed before twenty and also child-
less.  She struggles with memories of her husband and the sorrow of loneliness before 
one day meeting a Buddhist nun and then entering a monastery.  While this song at 
366 lines is too long to translate in its entirety, there are some lines that reveal the 
emotions of the writer:

I want to see, I want to see,
I want to see the face of my love.
I want to hear, I want to hear,
I want to hear the voice of my love.
…
We lived joyfully as husband and wife,
Yet due to my fortune,
Before twenty I became a widow.
The good seasons of the autumn moon and spring breeze,
I pass them all with flowing tears.

The poem drips with such sorrowful sentiments before the chance meeting with a 
Buddhist nun who brings the writer to the temple where she devotes her life to prepar-
ing for the next life.

Now I have come to know,
This and that are all to be cast aside,
Reciting the sutras,
I polish and seek the road to the next life.

Other kasa demonstrate that life at the temple and devotion to the Buddhist path kasa demonstrate that life at the temple and devotion to the Buddhist path kasa
was not always an easy choice for those women who joined the Buddhist clergy.  The 
following lines are from a kasa entitled “Chaesong yŏsŭng-ga” (kasa entitled “Chaesong yŏsŭng-ga” (kasa 재송여승가 Song of 
Again Sending the Buddhist Nun):24)

King Xiang and the fairy of Wushan,
Had the morning clouds that became evening rain,25)

In the Milky Way, Chignyŏ and
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Kyŏnu were able to meet.26)

This song too ends with the writer devoting herself to following the way and preparing 
for the next life.  We may surmise several features of the anonymous writer: first, she 
was well-educated in traditional literature; second, that whatever her age, she felt long-
ing for a lover either in her past or present; and third, that devotion to the Buddhist 
life was at times difficult.

Love, Sex, and the Virtuous Woman (Yŏllyŏ)Yŏllyŏ)Yŏllyŏ

The other pillar of womanly conduct in late Chosŏn was that of the virtuous wom-
an.  In reality, the notion of womanly virtue is simply an extension of the ideal of the 
virtuous woman and indicates a woman that remains faithful to her husband or simply 
chaste in the absence of a spouse.  While this ideal had a variety of forms, the most 
common manifestation was the woman honored by the government as being virtuous.  
Such a condition is seen in the extreme in the hundreds of women so honored by the 
government in the aftermath of the Hideyoshi invasions (1592–1598) for supposedly 
taking their own lives rather than suffering rape at the hands of Japanese troops.27)

However, this is not the virtuous woman that will be examined here.  Rather, I will 
look at narratives which demonstrate that while the model of a virtuous woman might 
have been something officially upheld by the ruling elites, in reality women in the 
Chosŏn period—just like women at any other time in history—just like women at any other time in history— —not only pursued sex-
ual and love relations that might have been officially proscribed, but enjoyed such op-
portunities.  

Yet, uncovering narratives written by upper status group women detailing their love 
lives is not an easy or perhaps even possible undertaking.  Women had far too much 
to lose if such writings came to light.  Even a tradition of “love letters” is not one that 
has been uncovered as of yet in Chosŏn period documents.28)

What we can find in literature of the late Chosŏn is a “smoking gun” indicating that 
the ideal of the virtuous woman was simply one side—the public face—of women’s 
lives.  This evidence is in the poems that women wrote and the literature that they en-
joyed; while these might not always indicate an improper relationship, they do reveal 
a strong degree of passion.  And passion is the antecedent of sexual relations.

One group of women who did write about love and relationships were the kisaeng
(妓生), the female entertainers of Chosŏn.  These women were, for the most part, in 
the service of the government and certainly did not have a great deal of freedom in 
their lives.  They were also educated and in constant contact with upper status group 
males, a situation that has resulted in a considerable body of poetry that reveals some 
of the anguish they felt at the margins of official society.  The following sijo (sijo (sijo 時調) 
poem-song is attributed to Kyerang (1513–1550):

As the pear blossoms are scattered by falling rain, I cry and clutch my departing love.
When the autumn wind scatters the falling leaves, does my love think of me?
Only in my distant and lonely dreams does my love come and go.29)

While not an upper status group woman, we can note the longing for a loved one in 
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this short poem.  A similar sentiment is seen in the next poem, also written by a 
kisaeng, which demonstrates a sense of futility in waiting:kisaeng, which demonstrates a sense of futility in waiting:kisaeng

At night in the mountain village, from afar I hear a dog’s bark.
Opening the brushwood gate to see, there is the cold moon in the sky.
That dog!  What use is barking at the moon lighting the empty hills?30)

Both of these poems exude a deep thirst for a lover, but simultaneously a sense of 
hopelessness.  Kisaeng, for all their legendary charm and beauty, were simply second-Kisaeng, for all their legendary charm and beauty, were simply second-Kisaeng
ary to legitimate wives in Chosŏn.

The same loneliness is seen in a hansi (hansi (hansi 漢詩) poem by Pak Chuksŏ (1817–1851).  
Her pen name was Panadang and she was of sŏnyŏ (sŏnyŏ (sŏnyŏ 庶女; a daughter born of a second-
ary wife) status; she eventually became a concubine.  She passed her time writing po-
ems and after she died some 166 of these were compiled in the Chuksŏ sijip (Chuksŏ sijip (Chuksŏ sijip 竹西詩集
Collected Poetry of Chuksŏ).  In her poems, we see a great deal of sadness and desire 
for her lover, as in the following:

The blanket is so cold I cannot sleep,
In the mirror I can only think of a gaunt, sorrowful countenance.
Why, [after you] leave do I only have this loneliness?
From old, one life never reaches a hundred years.31)

The sentiment in this poem and the above are similar: these women are longing for 
their lovers.  While perhaps these women did not reach out to find a new love, we 
should be cognizant that many probably did.

Other women, however, were much more direct in their poems.  The following is 
an anonymous narrative sijo (sijo (sijo 辭說時調) of late Chosŏn,

I think that I will miss the man I slept with last night.
As the son of a tile-maker works clay, he kneaded me; as the son of a mole rum-

mages about, he groped me; as a boatman thrusts with his pole, he thrust me; 
in my whole life, I’ve never had such a wanton night!

Though I have met many kinds of men, truly I’ll never forget the guy who was 
with me last night.32)

Certainly we can see a more direct expression of passion and desire in this poem.  
Unlike the poems above, this writer is a woman who has evidently enjoyed a sexual 
tryst with a man that she does not seem to have known particularly well.  What type 
of conclusions can be drawn from such a poem?

First, we should acknowledge that sex was a pleasurable activity for women.  This 
seems a nonsensical statement until we take into account the body of didactic litera-
ture aimed at women in Chosŏn designed to create the image that sex was, at most, a 
practical matter aimed at procreation.  Chaste women were rewarded by the state and 
lewd women were most certainly punished.33)

Second, the model of the docile woman, sitting in the anbang (i.e., the women’s anbang (i.e., the women’s anbang
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quarters) and waiting for her husband to call on her, was not always the norm.  Some 
women were much more straightforward about their sexuality and desire for satisfying 
relationships with men.  While I do not expect to find such poems as the above signed 
in the literary collections of late Chosŏn women, I do think the substantial body of 
such poems and literary sketches demonstrates that these women were not social aber-
rations, but rather, closer to the mainstream of “unofficial” society.34)

In fictional works of late Chosŏn we can also note the strong presence of romantic 
plot lines featuring the pursuit of love by women.  While many of these pieces were 
not written by women, some writers were quite sympathetic to the situation of women, 
the primary audience that read these works.  One novel that might well have been 
written by a woman is the aforementioned Unyŏng-jŏn, written in the early seventeenth Unyŏng-jŏn, written in the early seventeenth Unyŏng-jŏn
century.  This work features unbridled passion on the part of the female protagonist 
Unyŏng and also her blind fall into a passionate yet illegal love affair.35)  In the follow-
ing excerpt from a letter written by Unyŏng to the object of her love, we can see the 
depth of her longing:

Looking at you through the beaded blinds, I imagined my fate as your wife, and 
seeing you in my dreams, I continued the love that I will never forget.  I was too 
sad to listen to the song of the cuckoo in the pear tree or the sound of the night 
rain on the leaves of the paulownia tree.  I could not even gaze at the trails of the 
fireflies outside my window or the lonely shadow of the solitary lamp in my 
room.  Sometimes I just sit absently by the folding screen, and at other times, I 
alone go out to the railing where I secretly appeal to the blue sky for relief from 
the pent-up rancor that binds the blood in my breast.  I do not know: is my love 
also thinking of me?  If I suddenly die before seeing my dearest, even if the heav-
ens and earth vanish, my deeply sorrowful heart will not disappear.36)

In this work, the female protagonist does not simply long for her lover, but takes an 
active role in realizing her wishes.  She arranges for a secret tryst with him at the pal-
ace.  She describes their first night together as:

I put out the lamp and went to the sleeping mat with him; the pleasure of that 
night, I cannot describe with words.  The night soon turned to dawn; as the 
rooster urged the daybreak, the chinsa rose and went back.chinsa rose and went back.chinsa 37)  From that time on, 
there was not a night that he did not come at dusk and take leave at dawn.  Our 
love became deeper and our affection for each other grew even warmer: we did 
not know how to stop these meetings.38)

While this is a fictional work, I believe that the focus on romantic love—as opposed 
to novels focusing on sexual conquest by males—matches the expectations that many 
women had for their own lives.

A final aspect of life in late Chosŏn that merits attention is the prohibition on re-
marriage.  As mentioned above, there was tremendous social pressure on widowed 
women to remain chaste and to not remarry.  Remarriage would not only cause ruin 
of a woman’s natal family, but also the family that she had married into, by denying 
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male descendants the opportunity to serve in officialdom.39)  Marriages, first and fore-
most, were made between families, and the fact that they would continue after the 
death of the husband demonstrates the permanency of the marriage bond, at least for 
a woman.

However, for a young woman widowed at an early age, these restrictions made for 
a difficult life.  Beyond the prospect of living life alone, widowed women often times 
were in very difficult economic situations and were unable to support themselves.  
They were a burden to their families also in this regard.  Hence, the custom of “carry-
ing a widow off” (과부 업어 가기 kwabu ŏbŏ kagi ) became a socially acceptable means 
of dealing with widows while still preserving the façade of not allowing remarriage.

This custom was, for the most part, one of the middle and lower status groups in 
Chosŏn.  A widow in a farming household or in a similar situation was a burden to the 
family.  Moreover, the fate of living out a life alone was also one that those close to her 
would have most likely considered pitiful and unnatural.  Thus, the family would “al-
low” a man—most likely someone that she already had some feeling for or relation-
ship with—to “kidnap” her in the middle of the night.  Even if this was reported to the 
local government office, there was generally tacit consent and the matter not legally 
pursued.40)  This practice was thus supported by people around widows and the state 
alike.

Sometimes, however, there were other ways to allow remarriage, as seen in the fol-
lowing narrative:

There was a thirty year old widow with no children who lived fairly well.  In the 
same village there lived a poor widower; he wanted to marry the widow but as of 
yet had not been able to realize this wish.  One day he came up with a scheme 
and asked his friends, “Tomorrow morning I will secretly enter this widow’s 
room and I want you all to go there early and spread the rumor of me being in 
her room around the village.”  The next day he went to the widow’s house and 
surveyed the situation.  The widow had come out of the house and was cooking 
rice in the kitchen; he stole into the house and lie down on her sleeping mat, 
covering himself with a blanket.  At that time his friends arrived as promised and 
asked to borrow [the widow’s] ox so they could plow a field.  At that instant, the 
widower flung open the room’s window and replied firmly, “As I am going to 
plow our field today, I cannot lend you the ox.”  The friends spread this story 
around the village and several people came to the widow’s house to see if she 
had remarried with the widower.  The widower grabbed the dumbfounded wid-
ow and explained that this rumor had now spread and it would be hard to con-
tinue to live on her own.  Having no choice, the widow lived with the widower 
thereafter.41)

Rather than reading this as a story of deception, I think it is more accurate to see the 
story as a means to allow a remarriage in a society that did not permit such a practice 
openly.  Thus, under the banner of preserving a woman’s reputation, second marriag-
es also took place.

Despite the official prohibition on remarriages in Chosŏn that stemmed from the 
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desire to preserve the purity of lineages, there was unspoken acceptance that this was 
not natural and was against basic human nature.  Accordingly, we can note the duality 
of practices surrounding remarriage: on one side, the official prohibition and on the 
other, customs that permitted women to remarry without censure.  Such a dichotomy 
mirrors that of the virtuous woman of late Chosŏn, as we know there were two sides 
to that model, as well.

Conclusion

The notions of womanly virtue and the virtuous woman were the foundations upon 
which the model of the ideal Confucian woman of late Chosŏn was erected.  This 
model was one that was furthered by the governing elite through education, bestow-
ment of recognition, and penalties for non-compliance.  Exemplar women such as Sin 
Saimdang (1504–1551) and Lady Chang of Andong (1598–1680) have long been cited 
as the embodiment of womanhood in this period.42)  Yet such models are decidedly 
one-sided and do not permit a full understanding of how women lived.

Engaging with official society in any capacity required acknowledgement of the 
Confucian social order that regulated many aspects of status, social interaction, and 
decorum.  Women and men alike needed to adhere to social norms in order to be able 
to function within society.  However, the Confucian social system did not provide for 
all needs in life, and thus worldviews such as Buddhism and shamanism continued to 
fill important areas in the lives of the people.  Moreover, Confucian ideals of “proper” 
sexual behavior for women also did not meet reality, and consequently female sexual 
desire and passion found an outlet in areas beyond the reach of the official Confucian 
social ideals.

The duality of late Chosŏn society was a necessary construct due to the rather limit-
ing qualities of the dominant Confucian worldview.  This is all the more true for wom-
en who faced notable restrictions in the public sector and elsewhere in their lives.  Yet, 
outward rejection of the dominant social system of the day was not possible.  Accord-
ingly, women found ways to subvert the system to meet their needs for mental and 
physical comfort through alternative spaces and worldviews.  Our understanding of 
Chosŏn in general is more complete by acknowledging that there was a multiplicity of 
social spaces and individuals lived their lives in constant motion between such layers.  
Women, too, managed their lives within these spaces, not as victims, but rather as 
masters of various realms.
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